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accomplishes in one grinding pass what would
take three or four passes using conventional generating grinding.
Edgerek Machinery Co. is interested In applying a technology called high efficiency deep
grinding 10 gearing. Edgetek produces a CN
grinding machine with a 35hp spindle that is
capable of up to 4().OOO fpm using electroplated
CB wheels.
Wes Lee. president of Edgetek, says high efficiency deep grinding could provide 4-5 limes the
efficiency of creep-feed grinding with up [0 a 40':;';:
reduction in cycle lime. Edgetek's technology is
currently being used 10 produced spline. lots and
other gear-like forms,
Although CBN technology has been around for
about 15 years, it remain one of the least agreedupon topics in gear manufacturing. Pan of'the
problem is that every machine tool manufacturer
ha: trled to carve out its ownnichein the marker,
Certain grinding machine
are geared toward
using electroplated CBN wheels, while others try
to take advantage of vitrifi.ed aluminum oxide
wheel. Because competition is 0 fierce. it's no
surprise that the manufacturers are reluctant to

In addition, "Gear manufacturers are just now
beginning In understand the effectthe righe grinding fluid can have." say Carl Eckberg of Bourn &
Koch. Advances in coolant materials will allow
gear manufacturers 1:0 become more environmentally friendly. Despite the fact that synthetic and
water-soluble lubricant are now available and
being developed every day, 90~ of all gear grinding is done with traight oil. say .. Kri. Kumar,
application. engineer with GE uperabrasives,
lternative materials will probably be used more
and more. he says.
One of the areas where coolants are going to
play a more important role is in grinding part
from olid, Matheson ays, Many of ihe machine
tool manufacturers have been experimeming with
ami. louting their machines' abilities [Q grind
through-hardened
parts from solid, eliminating
the hobbing or shaping process altogether.
Traditionally, it has been econ mically practicalla grind from olid only the smallest, fine tpitch gears. Today that's changing. The Sigma
Pool companies have been doing exten ive te ts
on grinding from olid, An example is a 6DP,. 291001h, 11/2-il1chgear ground from solid in 14 minutes, "Six months ago we didn't know we could
grind from solid," Matheson says, "In the next
five years, we'll probably be able \0 grind any-

talk about their competitors'

thing from solid."

Pfauters Brian Cluff agrees, CBN
technology has allowed grinding from solid to
eliminate processes and save money. Despite
common notions, il can be done with aerospace
alloy steels .. and it can be done on gears larger
than 20", Cluff ays. "We can grind gears IDP and
coar er from solid. In some cases, there's no other
way to make the gear except to grind it from
solid," Internal gears are a natura], Cluff ays.
ThaI way, you don't have to have a ded.ic'lled
shaping machine with specialized internal rooling.
Other companie have 31 a been experimenting with variou
methods for rapid stock
removal. Hofler promotes it machines' ability to
combine deep feed grinding with double flank
grinding, which. according 'to the manufacturer ..
American
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out tand-

ing rnuterial. Its metal cutting qualities have been
well documented. It's hard-nearly a hard a diamond. lIS structure is such that is stays sharper for
longer than other materials, It sounds like a wonder-marerial. And for many applications, it is.
Bul there i a great deal of mi conception
about the best use for CB ; grinding. According
10 Brian Cluff of American Pfauter, the misconception is that CB
is cost-effective only for
high-volume production. "Plated CBN grinding is
cost-effective both for large and small lots," Cluff
says. "It's cost-effecrive for one gear." Gulf
points to a major gcar job shop that produces very
large, very expensive gears with CBN grinding.
On the other hand, Gary Rackley, president of
Pro-Gear Co., which specializes
in gear tooth
grinding, says the misconception is that electroplated
B wheels are the way to go for every
application. Pro-Gear uses seeded gel wheels. And
Matthew Babi z, president of iagara gear, which
al 0 specialize ill ground gears, say, "Electroplated CB is good tuff, but it's very expensive.
We use ceramic-type wheel."
Each manufacturer of gears has his own product mix. and will have to choose his own optimum
grinding technology, It is difficulr to generalize
about what is the state of the an ill gear grinding
when it i different for each application. You can
buy an awful lot of virrified-bond aluminum oxide

wheel at $35 each before you can justify the
$2,000 or more it might cost. for an electroplated
eBN wheel. But on the other hand. it may be
important to finish a large. expensive part as
quickly as possible. so the cost may be justified.
To make matter more confusing. a great deal
of work has been done in recent years to improve
the bonds used with aluminum oxide and other
conventional materials. "The area that. we're getting some of the biggest surpri es in is in vitrified
wheel technology," says Dave Matheson of Liebherr. "We've been able to increase aluminum
oxide grinding cycle times to nearly as good as
CBN cycle times by putting more air space in the
grinding wheel, We've been able to put so much
air space in the wheel that you could hold one up
to your mouth and blowout a candle through it."
The air space allows for less material buildup.
which in tum allows for greater stock removal.
"There is a definne trend back to the basics;'
says Stephen Price of Hofler, "111al is, back to
dre sable aluminum oxide and corundum."
Because of the advances in vitrified-bond technology, the movement in the industry also seems
toward dres able CBN. The advantages of this
technology are a more stable finish, a more consistent level. of material. removal and a more consistent level. of heat generated, because the wheel
is constantly being adjusted to present an accurate
profile. says John Ferriola .. product manager for
Ernst Winter & Son. In addition. with dre sable
wheels, when a minor print change comes down.
you don', have to order a new wheel. You can
reprofile the one you have.
Most of the grinding machine manufacturers
will tell you that their machines are capable of
using dressable eBN techaclogy, But capable
doesn't necessarily mean pracucal.In fact, the use
of dressable eBN is not very widespread. Vitrified-bond CB- ,i dressable, but only to a certain
extent. says Ronald Halama, sales manager for
WMW Machinery Co., which represents the Niles
grinder in America. Because eBN is so hard, it
must be dressed with diamond tools. Making
major adjustments to a dressable eBN wheel
causes great wear and tear on the dressing tool,
and also result in throwing away large amounts
of expensive CBN material, Halama says ..
The Sigma Pool has researched the use of vito
rified-bond CBN wheels. "We got more parts
than with standard vitreous wheels, but it took
longer to dress and it ate up Ihe dressing wheel.
The technology is not there yet," says Dave
Mathe on of Liebherr,
However, there are companies using dressable
CBN grinding with great success, says Brian
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Cluff. Dressable CBN is applicable for a variety
of indu tries, he says.
Because there are so many different rechnologies involved ill gear grinding, it's important for
manufacturers to have a solid understanding of
them all. Most of the machines on the market
today are capable of using either electroplated or
dressable wheels. In many cases, it's up to the
gear manufacturer to decide what proce s is going
to be most co t-effeetive for a given application .
The cost of gear grinding is one of the key factors that has prevented its widespread use. and it's
not always easy to justify. "Grinding has gOIto be
economically viable from the viewpoint of cost
per piece," says Robert G. Hotchkiss of the Gleason Works. "It's hard tonail down the value of
improved quality or reduced noise. so it's not easy
to justify in every case."
In fact, a number of alternative technologies
have been experimented with as replacements for
hard finishing gears by grinding, but grinding's
place seems secure. "I've been in the gear bustness for 40 year and in the grinding part of the
business for 30 years," says Niagara Gear's
Matthew Babisz, "I've seen them try just about
everything-from carbide hobbing or skive hobbing to ausrolling ro trying to control the heat
treating process-and it just doesn't work. Grinding is still the best solution," 0
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